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ABSTRACT: The geometry of the dangling base in 105 published structures (from X-ray/NMR) containing
single-stranded overhangs has been analyzed and correlated to the thermodynamic stabilization found
(UV) for the corresponding dangling base/closing basepair combination in short oligonucleotides. The
study considers most combinations of closing basepairs, sequence and dangling base residue type, attached
in both the 3′- and 5′-ends of both DNA and RNA. Linear regression analysis showed a straightforward
correlation (R ) 0.873) between the degree of screening for the hydrogen bonds of the closing basepair
provided by the dangling base and the resulting thermodynamic stabilization in both DNA and RNA
series with dangling ends either at the 3′- or at the 5′-terminus. Regression analysis of only the datasets
from RNA gives an improved correlation, R ) 0.934, showing that dangling ends on RNA are more
ordered than the dangling ends on DNA, R ) 0.376. This study highlights the gain in the free energy of
stabilization owing to the favorable stacking between the dangling nucleobase and the neighboring basepair
and the resulting strengthening of the hydrogen bond of the closing basepair. By acting as a hydrophobic
cap on the terminal of the DNA or RNA duplex, the dangling-end residue restricts the bulk water access
to the terminal basepair, thereby providing it with a microenvironment devoid of water, which consequently
enhances its thermodynamic stability, making it energetically comparable to the corresponding internal
basepair. Thus, one single structural model consisting of the interplay of the above electrostatic interactions
can be used to explain the molecular basis of the observed thermodynamic effects for dangling-end
attachment to the 3′- and 5′-ends of both DNA and RNA duplexes, which is a key step toward accurate
dangling-end effect prediction.

Unpaired terminal nucleotides naturally occur in various
biologically important RNA structures: The acceptor stem
in tRNA (1-3) has a characteristic 3′-NCCA nucleobase
overhang that determines its structure, stability, and function.
The dangling ends neighboring the codon-anticodon pair
have also been found to stabilize the interaction between
tRNA and mRNA (4, 5) for protein synthesis in the ribosomal
machinery. The efficiency of down regulation of gene
expression by RNA interference (RNAi) has been shown to
be dependent on a two to three nucleotide overhang (6-9).
Similarly, the structures of pseudoknots (10) are stabilized
by a complicated interplay between single-stranded and
double-stranded motifs. A multitude of literature on the
stabilizing interactions of native single-stranded oligonucleotides is available (9, 11-14).
Accurate prediction of nucleic acid secondary structure
and stability from its primary sequence is a key interest for
probe binding optimization in biotechnological applications
such as microarrays (15) and molecular beacons (16). To
develop an accurate algorithm (14, 17-24) for predicting
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FIGURE 1: Schematic representation of a sequence with 5′- and
3′-dangling-end adenosines (red) over C-G closing basepairs (blue)
attached to the G-C-G core duplex (black).

the thermodynamics of hybridization and folding of long
nucleic acid sequences, the free energy contributions from
all natural Watson-Crick basepairs including the nearestneighbor effects as well as all possible alternative basepairing
modes, mismatches, and higher ordered structural motifs such
as bulges, loops, and dangling ends must be known.
The dangling-end phenomenon was originally discovered
in partially self-complimentary RNA by Martin et al. (25,
26). Since then, the dangling-end effects have been thoroughly and systematically mapped by studying the melting
properties of short core duplexes, varying the sequence
context by NMR (27, 28) and UV spectroscopy (29-34).
These works have resulted in a full set of thermodynamic
parameters for all possible combinations of dangling bases
and closing basepairs (Figure 1) attached to short core RNARNA duplexes. Bommarito et al. (35) have since then
extended the database to also include a complete set of
thermodynamic parameters for DNA-DNA duplexes.
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Dangling-End Stabilization and Stacking Geometry
Attempts have been made to clarify the molecular nature
of the dangling-end-promoted stabilization by thermodynamic studies on chemically modified (36-42) terminal
residues with different physicochemical properties. The
thermodynamic stabilization by dangling ends in the presence
of varying ionic strength (43) and different dangling-end
lengths (44, 45) has also been explored. Positive trends in
dangling-end stabilization have been identified as a result
of increasing the size (39, 42), hydrophobicity (42), and
polarizability (37) of the dangling-end part of the molecule.
It has also been found that the stability of the dangling-endcontaining duplex further depends on the methylation site
on the modified nucleobase as well as on the size and
electronegativity of the ion substituent (39) at the dangling
end. However, these studies have so far been unable to
provide any general rationale that explains all the observed
trends in the native and synthetic dangling-end systems.
Moreover, none of the existing studies (36-42) have so far
addressed the key conformational issue if the stabilization
of DNA and RNA at the 3′- versus 5′-dangling ends
culminate in distinct directional differences in stacking.
To the best of our knowledge, only one structural data
mining study (36) has been performed so far on the molecules
with dangling ends. It shows that the free energies of
unpaired nucleotides at the termini of RNA Watson-Crick
duplexes correlate with the probability that they stack on
the duplex or flip out. Stacking in that work (36) is however
only treated in a two-state on/off model in which stacking
is defined as rise e 4 Å, roll/tilt e 30°, and presence of
base-base or base-basepair overlap. The stacking geometries are not analyzed in any geometrical detail to show
how different bases actually stack with different offsets
relative to the closing basepair of different sequences and at
different ends of the duplexes. Furthermore, this study only
addresses the 3′-effect in RNA sequences and does not
address the directional differences in the dangling-end effects
between RNA (29-31, 33, 34) and DNA (35).
Recent structural studies (46) on adenine-rich singlestranded DNA and RNA from this laboratory have demonstrated that they are significantly preorganized in stacked
helical forms that are reminiscent of their respective doublestranded helical geometries. The analysis of NOESY footprints and back-calculation of shielding factors show that
the single-stranded RNA has a helical stacking pattern that
is associated with A-type conformations, while the singlestranded DNA exhibits a pattern that is associated with
B-type conformations, leading to considerable directional
differences in the nearest-neighbor stacking geometries
between the isosequential ssDNA and ssRNA. Partially NMR
constrained molecular dynamics (MD) simulations reveal that
the electron-rich imidazole of adenine prefers to stack above
the electron-deficient pyrimidine of adenine in 5′ f 3′
direction in ssDNA, while, in contrast, the pyrimidine prefers
to stack above the imidazole in the 5′ f 3′ direction in
ssRNA.
We here report how the interplay of electrostatic and steric
interactions between the dangling base and the nearestneighbor basepair can provide a molecular basis for understanding the differences in the stabilization between the 3′and 5′-ends in DNA and RNA (29-35) by correlating the
geometries of the dangling base stacking (from X-ray and
NMR) relative to the closing basepair with the experimental
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Table 1: A Total of 105 Structures with Dangling Ends (from
X-ray and NMR) Were Used in the Analysisa
DNA
RNA

3′-end

5′-end

8
44

35
18

a

See databases 1-4 in Supporting Information. The natures of the
dangling ends are distributed as follows: 3′-RNA: 44, 5′-RNA: 18,
3′-DNA: 8 and 5′-DNA: 35.

free energies of the corresponding dangling-end sequence
from the literature (29-35).
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
(A) Database Structure Collection. The protein databank
(PDB) (47) and nucleic acid database (NDB) (48) have been
surveyed for structures including dangling-end-like motifs,
and full details can be found including the relevant identification and citation tags in Supporting Information (databases S1-S4). The NDB search engine was used to find
any DNA or RNA duplex structures that extend also to a
single-stranded region. Any structure where the dangling base
is oriented parallel to the closing basepair was downloaded
for analysis together with the attached information from both
PDB and NDB. A total of 105 structures were used in the
analysis, and the distribution is given in Table 1.
(B) Structural Analysis and Calculation of Screening
Factor. The dangling end of each structure together with
the two nearest basepairs was extracted from the full
structure. A basepairing partner was then built for the
dangling base and connected to the phosphate of the closing
basepair, without altering any coordinates or minimizing any
conformations. The X3DNA package (49) was then used to
extract all dihedral, helical, and stacking parameters and
produce side and top views of the dangling-end conformation.
A procedure similar to the one used to estimate the
chemical shielding in single-stranded oligonucleotides (46)
was used to estimate the influence of the dangling base
geometry on the closing basepair. The X-Y displacement
of the ring atoms of the dangling base relative to each of
the hydrogen bonds of the closing basepair was measured
in the program SYBYL (50) by moving the dangling base
along the Z-axis to lie in the same plane as the hydrogen
bonds of the closing basepair. The distance from each atom
participating in hydrogen bonding to the closest ring atom
of the overlapping dangling base was then measured (Figure
2).
The displacement in the X-Y plane (Å) of the atoms in
each hydrogen bond (H21-O2, H1-N3, and O6-H41 for
G-C and H61-O4 and N1-H3 for A-T/U) from the
nearest edge of the dangling nucleobase was then averaged
and normalized to a sigmoid function, y ) 1-1/(1+10[1-x]/2)
that has the characteristic on/off behavior centered around
an x-value of 1 Å, using the scaling factor 0.5. The screening
factor of each hydrogen bond (between 0 and 1) was then
summed to give a value (between 0 and 3 for G-C closing
basepair and between 0 and 2 for A-T/U closing basepair).
Thus, the screening value is proportional to the sum of how
well each individual hydrogen bond of the closing basepair
is protected from the bulk solvent by the dangling moiety.
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FIGURE 2: Definition of the distances used to calculate the hydrogen
bond screening value. The schematic view of the X-Y plane of a
G-C closing basepair (black) and a G dangling end (blue) shows
the distances 1a, 1b, 2a, 2b, 3a, and 3c used to define the extent of
screening. The screening value is defined as the sigmoidal yn ) 1
- {1/(1 + 10[1-xn]/2)} sum of the average distances of the atoms
participating in each hydrogen bond [i.e., xn ) (1a + 1b)/2, (2a +
2b)/2, and (3a + 3b)/2, respectively, for the hydrogen bonds of the
GC basepair in the figure and hence the screening ) ∑yn].

Thus, the screening factor, s, can be written:

s ) ∑yn
yn ) 1 xn )

1
1 + 10(1 - xn)/2
xna + xnb
2

where x is the distance from the hydrogen bond atom to the
closest atom of the dangling base ring (inside the ring
produces a negative number, outside produces a positive
number), n is the index of the hydrogen bond (1, 2, and 3
for G-C and 1 and 2 for A-T/U closing basepairs), and a
and b are indexes for the two atoms forming the hydrogen
bond as exemplified in Figure 2.
(C) Thermodynamic Data Collection and AVeraging. The
thermodynamic data on dangling ends was collected from
the systematic studies that were previously made by both
salt- and concentration-dependent UV melting studies to be
able to predict the stabilization from different overhangs
attached to different closing basepairs in DNA (35) and RNA
(29-34). The average value was used where multiple values
for the same overhang-closing basepair combination but
with different core duplexes were available.
RESULTS
(A) Thermodynamic Stabilization of the Duplex by the
Dangling End. Thorough systematic probing of the thermodynamic stability added to a DNA or RNA duplex upon
attachment of dangling-end residue to the 3′- or 5′-end (2945) has provided a complete set of parameters for all possible
combinations of single nucleobase overhangs as well as for
some mismatches and modified nucleobases. This survey
clearly shows that there is a significant difference between
the stabilization gained the 3′- and 5′-ends in RNA. Native
3′-dangling ends have a much higher potential (-∆∆G° )
0.1-1.8 kcal/mol, average: 0.82) for stabilizing duplex
formation compared to 5′ RNA dangling ends (-∆∆G° )
0.0-0.5 kcal/mol, average: 0.22). The directional differences
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are less pronounced in DNA, but there is a small preference
for 5′-DNA dangling ends (-∆∆G° ) -0.48-0.96 kcal/
mol, average: 0.42) over 3′-dangling ends (-∆∆G° )
-0.28-0.92 kcal/mol, average: 0.30).
The recent publication of directional differences in singlestrand stacking in ssDNA and ssRNA from our lab (46)
shows through derived geometries of the adenine-adenine
overlaps at each dinucleotide step that the relatively electronrich imidazole stacks above the relatively electron-deficient
pyrimidine in 5′ f 3′ direction in ssDNA, whereas, in
contrast, the pyrimidine stacks above the imidazole in the
5′ f 3′ direction in ssRNA (Figure 3A,B).
It is known that the sugar-phosphate backbone torsions
in A-RNA and B-DNA families are considerably different
and that the essential difference between A- and B-type
helices originate from their different puckering modes. Thus,
the nucleobase in ssDNA (B-type DNA) with 2′-endo-3′exo conformation takes up a pseudoequatorial orientation,
whereas the nucleobase in ssRNA (A-type RNA) with 2′exo-3′-endo conformation takes up a pseudoaxial orientation.
These subtle torsional differences are finally translated into
the distinctive helical and stacking characteristics of the
A-type and B-type families. This provides a possible
explanation for the previously observed (29-31, 33) directional differences in dangling-end stabilization in DNA and
RNA. In a canonical RNA duplex where the overhanging
base is allowed to stack according to its preferred nonbonded
orientation described above (46), the nucleobase tends to
stack very well over the hydrogen bonds of the closing
basepair at the 3′-end, while the same base attached as a
dangling end to the 5′-end is steered away from the hydrogen
bonds (exemplified by the dangling base geometries in Figure
3D,F). The situation is however reversed for DNA duplex,
where a dangling nucleobase in the 5′-end is known (35) to
stack better than the same nucleobase attached to the 3′-end
considering the single-strand stacking alone (exemplified by
the dangling base geometries in Figure 3C,E). This has led
us to reassess the reported dangling-end effects and qualitatively relate them to the structural observations on the
stacking geometries of nonbonded nucleobases in DNA and
RNA.
(B) Stabilization of the RNA-RNA Duplex by the Dangling
End. It has been established (29-31, 33) that 3′-dangling
ends on RNA-RNA duplexes hold the highest potential for
stabilization (-∆∆G° ) 0.1-1.8 kcal/mol). Consequently,
that is where it is possible to observe the clearest trends in
the stacking geometries:
(1) It is clear that the size and shape of the dangling-end
residue is of primary interest. When stacking on the same
closing basepair, purines (with electron-deficient pyrimidine
ring fused with the electron-rich imidazole ring) as a dangling
end always provide more stability than pyrimidines. For
5′-CG-3′
instance, the
overhang stabilizes the duplex by
3′-G--5′
5′-CU-3′
1.7 kcal/mol, while the
overhang only stabilizes
3′-G--5′
the same duplex by 1.2 kcal/mol (31). It has also been shown
that by appropriately attaching multiring fused systems
[4-desmethylwyosine (39), quinolones (38), phenazinium (51,
52), pyrene and phenanthrene (42), phenylurea and naphthylurea (41), cholic acid (53, 54) and a 5′-acylamido
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FIGURE 3: Panels A and B show the previously published directionally different stacking geometries of ssDNA (A) and ssRNA (B) [viewed
from the 5′-end]. Panels C and D show typical geometries of a 5′-DNA and a 5′-RNA overhang, respectively [viewed from the 5′-end],
while panels E and F show typical geometries of a 3′-DNA [viewed from the 5′-end] and a 3′-RNA overhang, respectively [viewed from
the 3′-end]. The dangling residues as overhanging bases (panels C-F) also maintain their preferred double-stranded conformation, and
hence the dangling-end stacking geometries are consistent with the recently reported (46) directional differences between the 3′- and 5′ends in single-stranded DNA (panel A) and RNA (panel B).

oligonucleotide library (55)] to both DNA and RNA duplexes
can stabilize it by as much as 4.5 kcal/mol.
(2) The stabilization correlated with the size of the
dangling base also depends on the size of the base it stacks
5′-YR-3′
5′-RR-3′
upon. Comparison reveals that
>
3′-R--5′
3′-Y--5′
5′-YY-3′
5′-RY-3′
)
>
, i.e., the most favorable sequence
3′-R--5′
3′-Y--5′
is when a purine nucleobase stacks on a pyrimidine base
followed by the nucleobases of equal size and the least
stabilization is gained when a pyrimidine base stacks on a
5′-CA-3′
purine base. For instance, the
overhang stabilizes
3′-G--5′
5′-GA-3′
the duplex by 1.8 kcal/mol, while the
overhang
3′-C--5′
only stabilizes the same duplex by 1.1 kcal/mol (31).
(3) Perhaps the most important obserVation is that the
nature of the closing basepair plays a central role (29-34).
The same dangling nucleobase stacking on a G-C closing
basepair with three hydrogen bonds always provides more

stabilization than the A-U closing basepair with two
5′-CA-3′
hydrogen bonds. An example of this is that the
3′-G--5′
overhang stabilizes the duplex by 1.8 kcal/mol (31), while
5′-UA-3′
the
overhang only stabilizes the same duplex
3′-A--5′
with 0.6 kcal/mol (33) even though both overhangs follow
5′-YR-3′
the
sequence.
3′-R--5′
(4) Finally, studies (44, 45) using different lengths of
polynucleotides as dangling ends clearly show that there is
a dynamic effect on cooperatiVe intrastrand stacking to
dangling-end stabilization. The stabilization increases for
every additional dangling base up to four bases of poly-A:
5′-CA-3′
∆∆G° of
) -1.5 kcal/mol and ∆∆G°
3′-G--5′
5′-CAAAA-3′
of
) -2.5 kcal/mol (45).
3′-G- - - -5′
(C) Stabilization of the DNA-DNA Duplex by the Dangling End. The general trend is that 5′-overhangs tend to
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FIGURE 4: Correlation plots of the hydrogen bond screening versus the (thermodynamic stabilization (∆∆G°). (A) The data points from
both 3′-RNA (blue solid diamond), 5′-RNA (green solid square), 3′-DNA (red open diamond), and 5′-DNA (brown open square) dangling
ends fall on the correlation line and gives a correlation factor, R ) 0.873. (B) Considering only the points from RNA gives a better
correlation, R ) 0.934, showing that dangling ends on RNA are more ordered than dangling ends on DNA, R ) 0.376 (C).

stabilize the DNA-DNA duplexes slightly more than the
corresponding 3′-overhang. However, the sequence dependence of the stabilizing effects (35) are qualitatively less
predictable in DNA-DNA duplexes than in RNA-RNA
duplexes, which will be further elaborated in Discussion.
(D) Correlation Plots for DNA and RNA. DNA or RNA
homo- or heteroduplexes with either dangling-end or tethered
aromatic moieties are known to be thermodynamically more
stable than the corresponding core duplexes. The NMR
studies on these duplexes with a tethered ring system or with
the dangling residue (51, 52, 56-58) have shown that the
imino protons of the closing basepair in the core duplexes
appear as distinct and sharp peaks, as opposed to the
corresponding native unprotected terminal basepairs that
normally exhibit extensive line-broadening due to rapid
exchange of the imino proton with water in the NMR time
scale (59, 60). The structural study by NMR on 5′phenazinium tethered DNA-RNA duplex (52) shows that
even as the temperature is increased the terminal imino
protons significantly resist water exchange compared to the
native core duplex. This clearly shows that the tethered ring
systems in these modified systems protect the terminal
exchangeable hydrogen atoms from chemical exchange with
the solvent as they stack over the terminal basepair. This
fact, together with the directional differences in base-base
stacking between single-stranded DNA and RNA (46) and
the observed qualitative trends (see above) in previously
published thermodynamic data for DNA and RNA (29-40),
has lead us to investigate if there are any correlations between
the thermodynamic stabilization and the exact geometry of

the dangling base relative to the closing basepair that can
uniformly explain the dangling-end effect in both the 3′- and
5′-ends of both DNA and RNA duplexes.
The screening of the hydrogen bonds of the closing
basepair in 105 different X-ray and NMR structures (see
Databases S1-S4 in Supporting Information for a summary
of the full database) of dangling-end structures have been
quantified (see Experimental Procedures) and plotted against
the thermodynamic stabilization provided by the corresponding dangling-end sequence (29-40).
The screening value is the inverse sum of the relative
displacements of each individual hydrogen bond of the
closing basepair with respect to the dangling end. This means
that the more efficiently the dangling base can cover all the
atoms participating in the hydrogen bonding of the closing
basepair, the higher screening value is produced. Thus, there
is a higher screening potential for a relatively thermodynamically more stable G-C closing basepair than for an A-T/U
closing basepair since there are more atoms participating in
hydrogen bonding in the former than in the latter that can
potentially be screened by the dangling nucleobase.
The calculated data points for the dangling ends at the
3′-end of RNA, 5′-end of RNA, 3′-end of DNA, and 5′-end
of DNA give a correlation factor, R ) 0.873 (Figure 4A) by
linear regression analysis. This shows that regardless if the
dangling base is attached to the 3′- or 5′-end of the DNA or
RNA strand in the duplex, the thermodynamic stabilization
gained is proportional to how well the nucleobase of the
dangling nucleotide stacks oVer the hydrogen bonds of the
closing basepair. The correlation in the regression analysis
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is stronger (R ) 0.934) when only RNA structures are
considered alone (Figure 4B). Even though the points
calculated from the DNA structures fall reasonably well on
the correlation line (Figure 4C), they do not contribute as
much to the correlation (R ) 0.376) because of larger
conformational diversity upon crystallization (see below for
further discussion). No correlations were found between the
free energy gain from the dangling base attachment and the
intrastrand, interstrand, and total stacking areas, twist, slide,
shift, dx, dy, rise, chi torsion, or phase angle (Figures S1S11 in Supporting Information).
There are two obvious sources of error in this correlation
plot that explain the rather large variation of the screening
values on the Y-axis.
(1) The accuracy of the extracted geometries. Most of the
geometries are extracted from X-ray structures and can never
fully describe how the dangling end behaves in aqueous
solution. In crystal form, the dangling base will always
interact in some way with either neighboring identical
duplexes between or within the unit cells, metal ions, trapped
water, and/or cocrystallized proteins by crystal packing forces
that are not present in solution. We have to assume that the
dangling end is more likely to crystallize if it can adopt a
low-energy conformation that is also populated in solution,
with or without bound protein. This is expected to be the
main source of error in the correlation plot and stresses the
need to analyze a large number of geometries from a large
database.
(2) The dynamics of the cooperatiVe stacking by dangling
base with the nearest-neighbor. If we assume that all
dangling ends exist in a two-state equilibrium between a
stacked and a destacked geometry and that the stacked
geometry perfectly describes the average stacked conformation of the dangling base in solution, then a nucleobase that
spends more time in the stacked conformation will provide
more protection to the hydrogen bonds of the closing basepair
than a nucleobase that spends more time destacked. Therefore, the strength of the stacking interaction between the
dangling nucleobase and the core duplex as well as the
solvation energy of the dangling-end residue will contribute
to the uncertainty along the Y-axis.
(E) Mechanism of the Dangling-End Stabilization of the
Duplexes. On the basis of the correlations above, we conclude
that the dominant contribution to the thermodynamic gain
in stability from all dangling ends comes from how well the
dangling base can protect the hydrogen bonds of the closing
basepair (Figures 1 and 3) from the solVent, thus giVing the
terminal basepair a character that more resembles that of
an internal basepair (51, 52, 58). The increased stabilization
is most likely to be the result of the combined contributions
from two known effects on hydrogen bonds exposed to the
bulk solvent: (i) Becker et al (61) have elegantly demonstrated that the interior of both DNA and RNA duplexes are
devoid of water by showing a significant decrease in
acridinium ester hydrolysis inside a complementary double
helix compared to mismatched duplexes. Further, Shan et
al. have shown that the strength of hydrogen bonding is
proportional to the dielectric of the solvent (62, 63).
Enzymatic catalysis is proposed to be achieved as the interior
of the enzyme has a much lower dielectric than the
surrounding solvent, making the hydrogen bonds stabilizing
the transition state stronger inside the active site than free
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in solution, thereby catalyzing the reaction. In a very similar
way, the dangling base of a DNA or RNA duplex can be
considered a shield against the water surrounding the duplex,
thus effectively changing the microenvironment around the
terminal bonds in such a way that the bonds experience a
much lower dielectric than it would have if it had been fully
exposed to the bulk water, thereby increasing the strength
of the interstrand hydrogen bond interactions of the terminal
basepair (59, 60). (ii) The terminal nucleobases in bluntended duplexes normally exhibit increased opening rate and
water exchange (59, 60) than the basepairs in the core of
the duplex. By restricting the direct accessibility of water to
the exchangeable hydrogen atoms involved in hydrogen
bonding at the terminus by the dangling nucleobase, the
exchange rate is made to decrease and thus the lifetime of
the Watson-Crick hydrogen bonds is prolonged, thereby
further enhancing the overall stability of the complex.
The fact that dangling-end stabilization is correlated to
the extent of screening from the bulk water, but completely
uncorrelated to the stacking area of the dangling-end base
(intra-, interstrand stacking area, as well as total stacking
area, Figures S9-S11 in Supporting Information), shows that
it is the spatial stereoproximity of the dangling nucleobase
and the closing basepair that determines the potential of the
thermodynamic stabilization and the chemical character of
the bases (i.e., the strength of the interaction between the
bases) that determines the how efficiently that potential is
used.
This is the underlying reason the dangling native nucleotides at the 3′-end of RNA has a much higher stabilizing
potential than the 5′-end. Elongation of the RNA helix by
one nucleobase in the 3′ direction positions it in a way where
it is free to interact with the hydrogen bonds of the closing
basepair (Figure 3F), while the corresponding elongation in
the 5′-direction stereochemically positions the nucleobase
away from the hydrogen bonds of the closing basepair
(Figure 3D). Thus, even though the interaction area of the
dangling nucleobase in the 5′-end (Figure 3D) and the 3′end (Figure 3F) are very similar (∼4 Å2), the thermodynamic
stabilization potential in the 3′-end is 1.9 kcalmol-1 but only
0.5 kcalmol-1 in the 5′-end. This is because their potential
to interact with the closing basepair is considerably different.
(F) Importance of Dangling-End Dynamics. Once the size,
shape, and stereoproximity of the dangling base is such that
is has a chance to interact with the hydrogen bonds of the
closing basepair, the dynamics of the dangling base also plays
an important role as it will determine how much time the
dangling base resides in its stacked geometry and thus
directly influences how efficiently the terminal basepair of
the duplex is screened. Earlier works have pointed out the
importance of stacking interaction in oligonucleotide stability
and function. Unnatural DNA bases without the possibility
to form hydrogen bonds have been shown not to significantly
destabilize the duplex formation (64-67). These unnatural
DNA bases (steric mimics) have also been shown to be
successfully incorporated in DNA by DNA polymerase with
the help of a template strand because of their ability to mimic
the shape and stacking interactions of the native base (68,
69). The summation of intrinsic pKa of the model monomers
representing the donor and acceptor components of A-T
and C-G basepairs have also been used to estimate the
relative contribution of the stacking interaction vis-à-vis
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strength of hydrogen bonding in DNA and RNA duplexes
(70). The stability of the stacked over the destacked
conformation is finally determined by the net free-energy
of multiple interactions including the electrostatic effects
(charges), van der Waals (dipoles and dispersion interactions), and hydrophobic effects between the dangling base
and any of the nucleobases in the closing basepair. For
5′-CU-3′
instance, the difference between
(∆∆G° ) -1.20
3′-G--5′
5′-CC-3′
kcal/mol) and
(∆∆G° ) -0.85 kcal/mol) has
3′-G--5′
been proposed (36) to originate from a specific interaction
between the O4 of 1-uracilyl and 4-amino-group of the
1-cytosinyl moiety in the former (however, see Discussion
below). Another example is the possible role of methyl/π
interactions (i.e., between 5-Me of 1-thyminyl with the π
cloud of the nearest-neighbor) in dangling-end stabilization.
The frequent occurrence of 1-thyminyl-methyl(n)/π(n-1) interactions in DNA A-T tracts has been statistically identified
and evaluated (71, 72). A comparison between DNA-3′-C
versus DNA-3′-T dangling ends show that the T overhangs
always are more stabilizing than the C overhangs by 0.100.21 kcal/mol (35), showing a possible intrastrand methyl/π
interaction stabilizing the stacking interaction. Using the same
rationale, the electronic character of the dangling base (or
tethered molecule) is expected to affect the dynamics of the
dangling end through its ability to stack in a cooperative
fashion. The solvation energy of the dangling base will also
drive the stacking equilibrium toward the stacked form, thus
directly affecting the dynamics of the dangling end. This is
in agreement with the recently published results that have
shown that the higher the hydrophobicity and polarizability
(am) of the dangling end, the more stability it provides to
the duplex when attached as dangling end (37, 42), even if
the stacking areas and geometries are presumably constant.
We also propose that the reason that further stabilization is
gained when additional dangling bases are added to an
overhang sequence is that the additional dangling nucleotides
reduce the dynamics of the innermost dangling base by
nearest-neighbor intrastrand stacking interactions. This allows
the innermost dangling nucleobase to spend more time in a
stacked conformation with the closing basepair.
(G) EValuation. The thermodynamic stabilization is generally characterized by spectroscopic melting studies (29-37,
39, 40, 54). The melting of oligonucleotides is a bimolecular
process, and therefore the strength of the complex can only
be increased by either (a) increasing the strength of the
interactions between the two molecules, or (b) increasing
the solvent driven energetic penalty of dissociation.
The dominating mechanism of dangling-end stabilization
proposed here is a reduction of the weakening of one of the
already existing interactions between the two strands, the
hydrogen bonds of the terminal basepair. In addition to this
mechanism, there are possibly other contributions to the
stabilization associated with the addition of the dangling end
that are not strong enough by themselves to show any
correlation with the total free energy gain: (1) Any specific
electrostatically attractive interactions between the dangling
base (or tethered molecule) and the nucleobase in the
opposite strand of the closing basepair can further stabilize
the complex formation. (2) Nucleobases are complex psudoaromatic moieties and electrostatic crosstalk (73-75)
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between stacking nucleobases could directly modulate the
pseudoaromaticity as well as the strength of its hydrogen
bonds (pKa) in addition to the dominant solvent effects
discussed above. This has also been suggested by recent
theoretical calculations on dimers (76). (3) The solvation
energy of any part of the dangling base that stacks with the
opposite strand in duplex form acts as an additional energy
penalty of disassociation since this surface will become
exposed to the solvent upon duplex melting.
(H) Differences between the Dangling-End Effects in DNA
and RNA Duplexes. Prediction of the dangling-end effects
in DNA-DNA duplexes holds a much larger uncertainty
than the prediction of the corresponding effects in RNARNA duplexes. This is most likely be attributed to the fact
that the sugar backbone is more flexible in DNA than in
RNA (60, 77-83). The lower energy barriers associated with
DNA deformation (82, 83) makes it more prone to change
its structure when being crystallized and/or bound to proteins
than RNA, thereby increasing the geometric uncertainty for
DNA dangling ends retrieved from X-ray structures. This is
confirmed by the fact that the standard deviations of slide,
shift, and twist extracted from the RNA dangling-end
structures [σ ) 0.76 Å, 1.58 Å, and 11.24°, respectively]
are significantly smaller that the ones extracted from DNA
[σ ) 1.64 Å, 2.42 Å and 31.65°, respectively] dangling-end
structures (Figures S1-S3 in Supporting Information), thus
showing the increased polymorphism of the dangling-end
base position in DNA compared to RNA.
Another important difference is that the found thermodynamic gain for DNA dangling ends have a much smaller
potential (maximum stabilization ∼ 1 kcal/mol) compared
to that of RNA (maximum stabilization ∼ 2 kcal/mol). A
comparison of the phase angle and chi (χ) torsion of the
dangling residue in the database reveals that they indeed
maintain their preferred double-stranded conformations
(RNA: P ) 15 ( 14°, χ ) -158 ( 35°; DNA: P ) 150
( 55°, χ ) -101 ( 57°, Figures S7 and S8 in Supporting
Information) and that the DNA dangling bases display a
much larger standard deviation than the RNA dangling bases.
The reason for this is most likely that the internal motion
acts more like a rigid body on the nucleotide level in RNA
than in DNA due to the 2′-OH effects. The balance between
the steric and anomeric effects and gauche effects of the 2′oxygen (84-86) in RNA steers the sugar to a North-type
conformation and raises the energy barrier of the North/South
equilibrium compared to DNA. The 2′-OH also enables the
inter-residual 2′-OH(n)-O4′(n+1) hydrogen bond formation (60,
83) in RNA, which further restricts the conformational
freedom at room temperature. The absence of these features
in DNA is likely the cause of the observed increase in the
dynamics of the dangling base step compared to RNA and
hence the reduction of the efficiency of the screening.
(I) Relation of the Dangling-End Effects to Established
Prediction Algorithms. The nearest-neighbor basepair contribution to the thermodynamic stability of DNA and RNA
duplexes has previously been rigorously studied to enable
accurate prediction of the complex stability of short duplexes
(17-24). The expanded individual nearest-neighbor model
(INN-HB) works on the assumption that each basepair
doublet has a contribution to duplex stability and each pair
is summed together with an initiation term, an AU/T
correction term if the terminal basepair is A-U or A-T
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Table 2: A Summary of How the INN-HB Model Predicts the Stability of Internal and Terminal Basepairs Depending in the Sequence
Contexta

a
Considering a homo-basepair step yields the following values: RNA: G-C: -3.26 kcal/mol, A-U: -0.93 kcal/mol; DNA: G-C: -1.77
kcal/mol, A-T: -1.02 kcal/mol.

instead of G-C and a symmetry-related entropy term for
self-complementary duplexes. The initiation term is considered to be a pure entropy term of 1.8-4.1 kcal/mol
depending on A-T/U content (18, 20).
The addition of one internal G-C basepair in the
RNA-RNA duplex gives a contribution between -2.2
5′-ACU-3′
5′-GCG-3′
and -2.9
kcal/mol and the
3′-UGA-5′
3′-CGC-5′
addition of one internal A-U basepair gives a contribution
5′-AAU-3′
5′-GAC-3′
and -2.2
kcal/
between -1.0
3′-UUA-5′
3′-CUG-5′
mol (20) (Table 2). A terminal G-C basepair only contributes from -1.0 to -1.7 kcal mol-1, which is 1.2-1.9 kcal
mol-1 less than the most stable internal G-C basepair (20)
in the INN-HB model. The maximum observed thermodynamic gain from a dangling-end effect on a G-C closing
5′-CA-3′
basepair is -1.9 kcal mol-1 [
(31)]. This further
3′-G--5′
supports the conclusion that the reduction of the destabilization of the terminal basepairs due to water exchange, by
giVing the terminal basepair the character of an internal
basepair, is potentially dominating the thermodynamic gain.
The corresponding reduction of stability for a terminal A-U
basepair is 0.8-1.2 kcal mol-1 compared to the most stable
internal basepair. The maximum observed thermodynamic
gain from a dangling-end effect on a A-U closing basepair

(

)

(

(

)

)

(

)

5′-AA-3′
5′-AG-3′
is however only -0.7 kcal/mol [
and
3′-U--5′
3′-U--5′
(33)], indicating that the stability of a terminal A-U pair
may be overestimated in the INN-HB model and thus
explain the need for the A-U correction term of +0.45 kcal
mol-1 being used in this model. This also shows that there
is ∼1 kcal mol-1 less energy to be gained by screening a
terminal A-U pair than a terminal G-C pair from solvent
effects.
Using the same reasoning as above for DNA-DNA
duplexes shows that a terminal G-C basepair is 1.1-1.6
kcal mol-1 less stable than the most stable internal basepair.
For A-U, the corresponding value is 0.7-1.1 kcal/mol
(Table 2) (20). The maximum dangling-end stabilization for
a G-C closing basepair is -0.96 and -0.71 kcal mol-1 on
an A-T closing basepair (35). These values are somewhat
smaller but in the same region as G-C and A-U basepairs
in terms of energy in the RNA-RNA duplex. This clearly
suggests that the lack of really strong dangling-end stabilization in the DNA-DNA duplex is a dynamic effect, due to
the increased flexibility in DNA compared to RNA.
In light of the correlations presented in this work, we also
propose that the underlying reason for significantly different
initiation terms in INN-HB algorithms reported based on
different sequence libraries of DNA and RNA (17-22, 24,
30) is that the contribution of each base doublet is modulated
by sequence-specific differences in internal hydration of the
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doublets surroundings due to local deviations from optimal
stacking. We also find it likely that the difference in initiation
terms between RNA (+3.4 kcal/mol) and DNA (+1.82 kcal/
mol) originates from differences in sensitivity to hydration
due to differences in geometry and dynamics (owing to the
differential sugar conformation, nucleobase orientation as
well as the 2′-OH effects) at the terminals of DNA and RNA
duplexes. It is also very possible that the increased water
exchange destabilization seen at the terminals can reach
further into duplexes with A-T-rich ends due to their lower
stability compared to G-C basepairs.
DISCUSSION
A full understanding of the underlying mechanism of the
dangling-end effects makes it possible to design highly
efficient synthetic tethers to be used as stabilizing caps for
designing high-affinity probes. In conclusion, there are two
components that need to be optimized. First, the geometry
of the stacking moiety should be optimized to completely
shield the hydrogen bonds of the closing basepair from the
bulk water. This means that the dangling moiety must be of
appropriate size and shape and have electrostatic compatibility with the closing basepair to be able to occupy the
hyperspace over the hydrogen bonds of the closing basepair
in an energetically relaxed configuration. Second, the
dangling base should be engineered in such a way that its
dynamics with respect to the nearest-neighbor is kept to a
minimum. The stacked form should be stabilized over the
open form by introducing structural elements that favor
electrostatic attraction between the dangling modified nucleobase and the closing basepair. The dynamics can also
be reduced by adding additional dangling building blocks
to the overhang (44, 45) or by reducing the flexibility of the
linker by using modified nucleosides that are conformationally restricted.
The proposed mechanism of dangling-end stabilization can
also have implications on experiments involving dangling
residues. Replacement of guanine with inosine and cytosine
with 2-pyrimidinone has been used as a model system to
investigate the role of the amines of the closing basepair in
dangling-end stabilization (36). The removal of one of the
amines of the closing basepair leads to a reduced stabilization
potential of the dangling-end (fewer available bonds to
stabilize of the closing basepair) even though the dangling
residue itself is unchanged. Thus, it may be difficult to draw
any conclusions from inosine and 2-pyrimidinone substitutions in conjunction with dangling ends.
In an interesting related work (34), inosine replacement
of guanine is used to estimate the importance of one
hydrogen bond at the terminal of short RNA-RNA duplexes.
It is found that the more stable a 3′-dangling base overhang
is, the less additional stability is gained by completing the
corresponding basepair by attaching a basepairing partner
to the dangling residue. It is also shown that removing one
of the terminal hydrogen bonds by replacing guanine with
inosine is less crucial if the affected basepair forms a stable
corresponding 3′-dangling base. The authors conclude that
hydrogen bonds compete with stacking in a basepair, i.e.,
strong stacking favors geometries not optimal for hydrogen
bonding and vice versa. Another perspective is that when
the dangling end provides a lot of stability even without a
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basepairing partner, the addition of an extra hydrogen bond(s) on that particular base has less impact on the overall
stability than when the dangling end is unstable. Consequently, when the corresponding dangling end provides little
or no stability to the closing basepair there is a big unused
potential for stabilization. Thus, even though the unprotected
terminal hydrogen bonds are much weaker than the internal
hydrogen bonds (due to the exposure to the bulk water), they
can still play a crucial role by stabilizing the closed form
over the open form of the terminal basepair and thereby
stabilize the core duplex by providing a screen against the
bulk water for the neighboring inner basepair.
There are exceptions to the stabilizing trend in DNA.
5′-GT-3′ 5′-AC-3′
The three overhang sequences:
,
and
3′--A-5′ 3′-T--5′
5′-AT-3′
have been shown to destabilize the DNA du3′-T--5′
plexes with 0.13-0.48 kcal/mol (35) instead of stabilizing
it. Destabilizing effects of dangling ends are much harder to
explain, and we can only speculate that the destabilization
of the duplex form comes from the inability of the dangling
base to stack over the adenine of the closing basepair in
duplex form but not in single-strand form, thereby increasing
the solvation energy relative to the core duplex more for the
duplex than for the sum of the two single strands and shift
the single-strand a double-strand equilibrium.
IMPLICATIONS
The studies on the mechanism behind dangling-end
stabilization highlight the synergy between the stabilization
of the hydrogen bond and the favorable stacking interactions
from the dangling end in native and modified DNA and RNA
duplexes. Upon any mismatch introduction, the optimal
stacking in the duplex around the mismatch site becomes
perturbed. This causes an increase in the level of hydration
around the minor and major grooves, leading to a significant
weakening of the interstrand hydrogen bond interactions as
evident by the enhanced stability of the matched, mismatched
or the hybrid DNA-RNA duplexes by the tethered ligand
(51, 52, 58) as well as by the enhanced rate of hydrolysis of
acridinium esters around the mismatched duplex compared
to the fully matched duplex (61). In high-affinity probe
design for hybridization experiments, there is always a
balance required between specificity and sensitivity. While
the addition of dangling residues to a probe can indeed lead
to stronger binding, there is always the risk of getting
additional tolerance to mismatches. A thorough understanding of the molecular mechanism of the dangling-end effects
could possibly be exploited to design synthetic dangling
moieties attached with an engineered rigid linker that can
stabilize canonical basepairs but not stack well over the most
common mismatches (for example G-U mismatches) at the
closing basepair.
Interestingly, since the dangling nucleobases are not
normally involved in basepairing, their stacking potential can
be more satisfactorily exploited by employing aromatic
heterocycles that they both stack well and produce high
fluorescence for detection purposes. A similar approach with
dangling fluorescent aromatic heterocycles should also be
applicable in designing the double-stranded small interfering
RNA probes (siRNA) (in which TT dangling nucleotides are
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substituted) for inhibiting target mRNA in the RISC, as well
as for understanding the mechanism of how the doublestranded siRNA binds to the target RNA with the RISC
endonuclease.
SUPPORTING INFORMATION AVAILABLE
Figure S1 plot: thermodynamic stabilization vs shift;
Figure S2 plot: thermodynamic stabilization vs slide; Figure
S3 plot: thermodynamic stabilization vs twist; Figure S4
plot: thermodynamic stabilization vs x displacement; Figure
S5 plot: thermodynamic stabilization vs y displacement;
Figure S6 plot: thermodynamic stabilization vs phase angle;
Figure S7 plot: thermodynamic stabilization vs chi; Figure
S8 plot: thermodynamic stabilization vs rise; Figure S9
plot: thermodynamic stabilization vs intrastrand stacking
area; Figure S10 plot: thermodynamic stabilization vs
interstrand stacking area; Figure S11 plot: thermodynamic
stabilization vs total stacking area; database 1: doublestranded RNA with 3′-dangling nucleobases; database 2:
double-stranded RNA with 5′-dangling nucleobases; database
3: double-stranded DNA with 3′-dangling nucleobases;
database 4: double-stranded DNA with 5′-dangling nucleobases. This material is available free of charge via the Internet
at http://pubs.acs.org.
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